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RIVERS, LAKES, AND BAYOUS
Lake Bolivar in the sou-The principal lakes of the county .

them part, Lake Vermillion and Swan Lake on Indian Point, Lake 
Beulah in the central part, and Lake Concordia to the north. These 
lakes, all originally a part of the Mississippi Rivei, were made into 
lakes by cut-offs and changes in the channel of the river prior to 
the survey of the county; Lake Beulah was formed by the cut-off 
of 1863. The interior lakes are Alligator Lake in the north, Holmes 
Lake in the eastern part, Lake Porter and Six Mile Lake in the 
central part, Christmas Lake, east of Lake Beulah; and Huspuck- 
ena Bayou in the north. Jones' Bayou in the central portion and 
Porter's Bayou in the southern portion, flow into the Sunflower 
River on the eastern boundary of the county. Lake Porter and 
Eagle Nest Lake drain into the northeast fork of the Bogue Pha- 
lia. Bogue Phalia is a beautiful little river running through Bolivar 
County and down through Washington County into the Sunflower 
River. Laban’s Bayou and Stokes’ Bayou drain into Bogue Phalia 
on the west Pace’s Bayou, Snake Creek, and Bogue Hasty drain
"t° B°fe Phalla from the east. The Bogue Phalia is a navigable 

stream from its mouth to what is known as "The Narrows ” There 
it appears to have filled in, and for several miw ’ 
bayou. North of the Narrows it widens out LZ Z' & .Darr?W 
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